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Built-in antenna

HCH1/CH2 rocker
Indicator light
Red light power supply

blue light constant speed
green light mixed control

Channel 4

charging port
Constant speed key

Ch1 direction trim
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Power switch
Channel 3

Channel 6

Ch2 throttle trim

Channel 5



.

code matching steps

charging instructions
The remote control has built-in: 1200MAH lithium battery, charging IC withprotection function, battery built-in protection function, dual design; adapterplease choose: 5V mobile phone charging head.
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Basic operation

caveat:
Before operation, please read the entire operation manual to familiarizeyourself with the product's functions. If this product is not used correctly, itmay cause damage to the product and cause serious injury to people andproperty. This is a sophisticated model product rather than a toy. It needs tohave basic mechanical skills, and operate cautiously in accordance withcommon sense. Failure to operate this product in a safe and responsiblemanner may result in personal injury or damage to this product or otherassets. This product is not suitable for use by children without the directsupervision of an adult. Do not attempt to disassemble, use incompatiblecomponents, or modify and enhance this product in any way withoutpermission. This manual contains safety instructions, operation andmaintenance instructions. In order to operate correctly and avoid damage orserious injury, please Before use, it is necessary for you to read thisinstruction manual and follow all instructions and pay attention to thewarnings in the instruction

a. Turn off the transmitter and receiver first;b. Plug the Coder into the "B" interface of the receiver;c. Connect the power cord to the corresponding channel interfaceof the receiver(The receiver light flashes quickly at this time);d. Turn on the transmitter power switch（The receiver light i salways on at this time） ；e. Unplug the code pairing device, the code pairing succeeds

Charging instructions:
a. The remote control needs to be turned off during the charging process,
b. Red light charging status, green light fully charged status.

Receiver LED status: flashing: it indicates that it is powered on, has no signal,
and does not match.
Steady on: indicates successful matching and pairing.

Thank you for purchasing our company's products! If this is your first timeusing the remote control system to ensure the safety of you and theequipment, please read the instructions carefully before starting operation.If you encounter any problems during use, please refer to the instructions first.If the problem is still not resolved, please contact your local dealer directly



Mixing control function setting instructions1.FunctiondescriptionThe mixed control mode allows channel 1 and channel 2 to control twomotors at the same time for throttle forward and backward or diffeentialsteering.
2.Settingmethod
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a. The remote control is turned off first；b. Press and hold the 【channel 3】switch first, and then turn on thepower switch of the remote control, the mixing indicator (greenlight) on the remote control panel will be on.c. The operation method of opening and closing the mixing control isthe same, and the mixing control closing status indicator light willgo out.

2.Settingmethoda. Before setting the fail-safe protection, the transmitter and receiverneed to be matched and coded successfully;b. Turn the transmitter and receiver on (the receiver signal light is onat this time);c. Control the throttle channel of the transmitter so that the throttlecontrol server or governor enters the brake or stall state, and thenkeeps it motionless;d. At this time, insert the codec into the receiver "B" port (the receiverLED will flash at this time) And after 3 seconds, the light is alwayson, and the fail-safe setting is completed.

Out-of-control protection function setting instructions1.FunctionDescriptionThe out-of-control protection function is a protection function for the receiverto lose signal, avoiding losses due to out-of control.It is mainly for setting the throttle channel. When the receiver does not receivea control signal, the receiver's throttle channel will run to the originally setvalue to avoid misoperation. The default value of the out-of-control protectionis the neutral point.

3.Function test
a. Turn off the transmitter power,
b. Check whether the servo of the throttle channel enters the position of
the setting state.Notice：

The safe return position of the throttle servo is recommended to be set to thebrake or neutral point. Do not set it to the throttle open position to avoiddanger. The system defaults out of control protection functions as follows:
1. Tram--the position of the steering servo is at the neutral point, andthe throttle of the speed controller is at the neutral point.2. Oil truck--The position of the steering servo is at the neutral point,and the throttle servo is at the idle position.



1CH/2CH Positive and negative settings1.Settingmethoda. The remote control is turned off first;b. Press and hold the [4 channels] switch without releasing it, then turnon the remote control power switch;At this time, you will heara beep and the remote control enters the setting state.c. Note that you can only set the forward and reverse of one channel ata timePush the CH1 joystick or CH2 joystick to the maximum or minimumand you will hear a long beep to indicate that the setting is completed.Description of stroke amount setting1.FunctionDescriptionThe channel 1.2.3.4.5.6 stroke of the remote control can be adjusted;Note: Except for channel 2 when there is no action feedback duringthrottle adjustmentchannel1.3.4.5.6. There will be action feedback during theadjustment process to facilitate observation of the adjustment status.2 .Settingmethod

Note: The receiver's antenna is mainly used to receive signals. Please do
not pull or cut the antenna during use. The receiver's antenna will receive
stronger signals when it is in an upright state.
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a. The remote control is first turned off;b. Press and hold [OK fixed speed button] without releasing it, andthen turn on the remote control power switch;(At this time, the 2 lights (red and blue) of the remote control will flashsimultaneously).c. 【ST .TRIM】button plus and minus setting【Channel 1】Adjust thesize of the direction stroke;(The factory default stroke amount has been appropriately reduced, and themaximum stroke amount to the minimum stroke amount is divided into 20gears)d. 【TH .TRIM】 Button addition and subtraction settings [Channel 2]Throttle stroke adjustment;(The factory default stroke amount is the maximum, the maximum strokeamount to the minimum stroke amount is divided into 5 gears)e. 【Channel 3.4.5.6】 The maximum stroke amount to the minimumstroke amount is divided into 10 gears, cyclic adjustment;( The factory default stroke amount is the maximum, the remote control markchannel button adjusts the corresponding channel stroke amount)



Receiver function setting instructions1. ModelDescription
This remote control has a variety of models of receivers to choose from andsupports customization.1:【CH6 Receiver】 2:【4+2 Receiver】
3: There is an integrated receiver with brushed version power
2.FunctionDescription
a .【CH6 Receiver】：The 6 Channels are all PWM signals.
b .【4+2 Receiver】：CH1 direction PWM signal, CH2 throttle PWM
signal.（CH3 and CH5 can only use one channel at the same time, CH3 is the
PWM servo signal, CH5 is the power signal, which is mainly used to control
lights or trawl hooks, etc.; CH4 and CH6 can only choose one channel to use
at the same time, and CH4 is the PWM servo Signal, CH6 is the power signal,
which is mainly used to control lights or trawl hooks.）
C .【There is an integrated receiver with brushed version power】：
This receiver integrates the receiver and the power controller. The receiver
can be customized according to customer needs.

*: The remote control distance is based on actual usage, different receiver antenna
models, hull characteristics, and themarked distance is only for reference

Model boat/net pullingboat/fishing boat
Channels

2.4Ghz ISM(2.4006-2.483.5GHz)
RF power
Modulation
Spread spectrum
Reaction speed
RF distance
Receive sensitivity
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Specifications
Model type

Gross weight
Receiver voltage
Transmitter voltage

RF range
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Water surface: 300-500m, ground: 400-600m*
＜-97dbm
5v
DC 4V - 14V
70g

＜100mW
GFSK
FHSS
PWM：≤20ms


